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Abstrat

Our Introdution starts with a short general review of the magneti

and strutural properties of the Heusler ompounds whih are under dis-

ussion in this book. Then, more spei�ally, we ome to the disussion

of our experimental results on multilayers omposed of the Heusler alloys

Co2MnGe and Co2MnSn with V or Au as interlayers. The experimental

methods we apply ombine magnetization and magneto-resistivity mea-

surements, x-ray di�ration and re�etivity, soft x-ray magneti irular

dihroism and spin polarized neutron re�etivity. We �nd that below a

ritial thikness of the Heusler layers at typially dcr = 1.5 nm the ferro-

magneti order is lost and spin glass order ours instead. For very thin

ferromagneti Heusler layers there are peuliarities in the magneti order

whih are unusual when ompared to onventional ferromagneti transi-

tion metal multilayer systems. In [Co2MnGe/Au℄ multilayers there is an

exhange bias shift at the ferromagneti hysteresis loops at low temper-

atures aused by spin glass ordering at the interfae. In [Co2MnGe/V℄

multilayers we observe an antiferromagneti interlayer long range order-

ing below a well de�ned Néel temperature originating from the dipolar

stray �elds at the magnetially rough Heusler layer interfaes. Copy of

a book artile edited by P.H. Dederihs and J. Galanakis �Half-

metalli Alloys - Fundamentals and Appliations� Leture Notes

in Physis Springer, p67-110 (2005)

1 Introdution

In the main part of this artile we will desribe our experimental results on thin

�lms and multilayers based on the Heusler phases Co2MnGe and Co2MnSn.

However, before oming to this speial topi, we will give a short review of the
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strutural and magneti properties of the Heusler ompounds in general with

speial emphasis on the half metalli Heusler ompounds. This is intended to

give a general introdution to the experimental hapters of this book, where the

fous of the investigations is on thin �lms of Heusler phases with theoretially

predited half metalli harater. A knowledge of the metallurgial, strutural

and magneti properties of bulk Heusler ompounds will help the reader to

estimate the problems one enounters when trying to grow thin �lms of the

Heusler ompounds optimized for spintroni appliations.

The Heusler ompounds have a long history in magnetism, starting more

than 100 years ago with the detetion of the ternary metalli ompound Cu2MnAl

by A. Heusler [1℄. That time the most interesting point with this phase was

that it represented the �rst transition metal ompound with ferromagnetially

ordered Mn-spins. Later it turned out that a whole lass of isostrutural ternary

metalli alloys with the general omposition X2YZ exists, where X denotes a

transition metal element suh as Ni, Co, Fe or Pt, Y is a seond transition metal

element, e.g. Mn, Cr or Ti and Z is an atom from 3

rd
, 4

th
or 5

th
group of the

periodi system suh as Al, Ge, Sn or Sb. More than 1000 di�erent Heusler

ompounds have been synthesized until now, a omprehensive review of the

experimental work until the year 1987 an be found in [2℄.

Figure 1: Shemati representation of the L21-struture.

The original Heusler phase Cu2MnAl, whih later gave its name to the whole

lass of ternary inter-metalli ompounds, an be onsidered as the prototype of

all other Heusler ompounds, inluding those with half metalli properties. It

has been studied intensively over the past 100 years and we begin with desrib-
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ing its properties in some detail. The rystal struture of Cu2MnAl is ubi

with three di�erent strutural modi�ations: At high temperatures the rys-

tal struture is b with random oupation of the Cu, Mn and Al atoms on

the lattie sites of a simple b lattie with a lattie parameter a = 0.297 nm.

At low temperatures the equilibrium rystal struture is f, spae group L21,

with the lattie parameter doubled to a = 0.595 nm ompared to the b high

temperature phase. The L21-struture is most important for the predited half

metalli properties of the Heusler ompounds disussed in this book, sine the

theoretial band struture alulations usually refer to this struture. The L21

unit ell is depited in Fig.1 and an be imagined to be ombined of four inter-

penetrating f-sublatties oupied by Mn, Al and Cu atoms respetively and

shifted along the spae diagonal with the orner of the Al-sublattie at (0,0,0),

the �rst Cu-sublattie at (1/4, 1/4, 1/4), Mn at (1/2,1/2,1/2) and the seond

Cu-sublattie at (3/4, 3/4, 3/4) . There exists a third intermediate rystal

struture for the Cu2MnAl ompound having B2-symmetry. It has the same

lattie parameter as the L21 phase, but in the unit ell depited in Fig.1 the

Mn- and Al- atoms are distributed at random on the Mn- and Al-sublatties

whereas the two Cu-sublatties remain intat.

In Cu2MnAl the B2 and the L21 phases develop from the high tempera-

ture b struture by hemial ordering of the atoms on the 4 f-sublatties in

two steps via two seond order strutural phase transitions at 1040 K (b-B2)

and 900 K (B2-L21) [3℄. The strutural order parameter of these transitions

an be alulated by measuring the intensity of the superstruture Bragg re-

�etion (200) for the b-B2 transition or the Bragg re�etion (111) for the

B2-L21-transition. Sine in these order-disorder phase transitions di�usion of

atoms is involved, long time annealing or slow ooling is neessary to ahieve

omplete hemial ordering. In the majority of the Heusler ompounds these

or similar strutural phase transitions exist, they an be hystereti and of �rst

order or reversible and of seond order [2℄. For several Heusler phases there in

addition exist low temperature strutural distortions of the ubi unit ell, the

most prominent example being Ni2MnGa with a martensiti phase transition

at 175 K. Ni2MnGa is the only ferromagneti transition metal alloy whih ex-

hibits shape memory properties [4℄. For Cu2MnAl and other Heusler phases one

often enounters problems with the metallurgial stability. Below T = 900 K

the Cu2MnAl phase tends to deompose into β-Mn, Cu9Al4 and Cu3AlMn2

[5℄. Experimentally one an overome this problem by suppressing the nule-

ation of the seondary phases by rapid quenhing the Heusler alloys from high

temperatures.

The magnetism of the Heusler alloys is very versatile and has been under on-

tinuous disussion all over the past hundred years. The majority of the Heusler

alloys with a magneti element on the Y-position order ferromagnetially, but

several antiferromagneti ompounds also exists, Ni2MnAl or Pd2MnAl provide

examples [6, 7℄. The main ontribution to the magneti moments in the Heusler

phases usually stems from the atoms at the Y-position. If magneti atoms also

oupy the X-positions, their moment is usually quite small or even vanishing. In

the above mentioned Ni2MnAl ompound e.g. the Ni-atoms are non-magneti.
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Atually there exist a few Heusler ompounds with rather large magneti mo-

ments on both the X- and the Y-positions. In this ase the ferromagneti state

is very stable and the ferromagneti Curie temperatures Tc beome exeption-

ally high. The best examples are provided by the Heusler phases Co2MnSi and

Co2FeSi with a Co-moment of about 1 µB and Curie temperatures of 985 K

[8℄ and 1100 K [9℄, respetively, the highest Tc-values known for the Heusler

alloys. The reason for this very stable ferromagnetism is a strong next nearest

neighbor ferromagneti exhange interation between the spins at the X- and

the Y-position. If a non-magneti element oupies the X-position, the domi-

nant exhange interation between the Y-spins is of weaker superexhange type,

mediated by the eletrons of the non-magneti Z- and X-atoms [10℄.

Heusler ompounds suh as Cu2MnAl with a magneti moment only on the

Y-position are onsidered as good examples of loalized 3d metalli magnetism

[10℄. Sine in the ideal L21 struture there are no Mn-Mn nearest neighbours, the

Mn 3d-wave funtions overlap only weakly and the magneti moments remain

essentially loalized at the Mn-position. However, in the family of Heusler om-

pounds there also exist beautiful examples of weak itinerant ferromagnetism

with strongly deloalized magneti moments. The ompound Co2TiSn with

magneti moments only on the X-positions belongs to this ategory [11℄. As it

is obvious from the rystallographi struture (Fig.1), there are nearest neigh-

bor X-atoms making the overlap of the 3d-wave-funtions and the deloalized

harater of the d-eletrons muh larger than in the ase of only the atoms at

the Y-position being magneti. Replaing the Co-atoms in Co2TiSn by Ni, this

deloalization e�et proeeds further, making the ompound Ni2TiSn a Pauli

paramagnet [12℄. Even more interesting, the Heusler ompounds Fe2TiSn and

Fe2VAl also do not order magnetially, but are marginally magneti. They be-

long to the rare lass of transition metal ompounds exhibiting heavy Fermion

like properties in the low temperature spei� heat and the eletrial resistivity,

whih attrated muh interest in the literature in reent years [13, 14, 15℄.

Now, oming to the fully spin polarized Heusler ompounds whih are of

main interest in the present book, the �rst Heusler ompounds with a gap in

the eletron density of states for the spin down eletron band at the Fermi level

were deteted in 1983 by eletron energy band struture alulations [16℄. The

�rst two ompounds with this spetaular property were NiMnSb and PtMnSb,

so alled semi Heusler alloys (spae group C1b) where in the Heusler unit ell of

Fig.1 one of the X-sublatties remains empty. The semi Heusler struture only

exists if the Z-position is oupied by atoms with large atomi radii suh as Sn

or Sb. The NiMnSb and PtMnSb ompounds have been dubbed half metals [16℄,

sine only for one spin diretion there is metalli ondutivity, for the other spin

diretion the ondutivity is of semionduting type. In a ferromagneti transi-

tion metal alloy this half metalliity is a very rare property, sine usually s- or
p-bands with a small exhange splitting ross the Fermi energy and ontribute

states of both spin diretions. For several years PtMnSb and NiMnSb remained

the only ferromagneti alloys with half metalli harater, before starting from

1990 a seond group of half metalli Heusler alloys, Co2MnSi, Co2MnGe and

Co2Mn(SbxSn1−x) was deteted [17, 18, 19℄.
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The experimental proof of half metalliity in these Heusler alloys is a long and

still ongoing ontroversial issue. The �rst attempts to prove the half metalliity

used eletron transport measurement to test the existene of a gap in the spin

down eletron band [20, 21℄. Sine in the half metal for temperatures small om-

pared to the gap in the minority spin band there is only one spin diretion at the

Fermi level available, it is expeted that eletroni sattering proesses involving

spin �ips and longitudinal spin wave exitations are inhibited. Thus one should

expet an inreasing eletron mobility and a hange of the power law desribing

the temperature dependene of the resistivity when the temperature beomes

smaller than the gap for the minority spin band. Atually for NiMnSb this

type of behavior for temperatures below 80 K has been deteted, additionally in

this temperature range the Hall oe�ient exhibits an anomalous temperature

dependene, strongly suggesting a thermal exitation of harge arriers aross a

gap oexisting with metalli ondutivity [20, 21℄. More diretly, positron anni-

hilation experiments on bulk single rystals from the NiMnSb phase were found

to be onsistent with 100% spin polarization at the Fermi level [22℄. Finally,

analyzing the urrent-voltage harateristi below the superonduting gap of a

point ontat between a Nb-superondutor and a bulk PtMnSb sample, whih

is dominated by Andreev re�etions at the ferromagnet/superondutor inter-

fae, the authors derived a spin polarization of 90% at the Fermi level [23℄.

For the Co2Mn(Si,Ge,Sn) fully spin polarized group of Heusler ompounds spin

polarized neutron di�ration measurements on bulk samples have been employed

to determine the degree of spin polarization at the Fermi level [24℄. This meth-

ods probe the spatial distribution of the magnetization, details of whih depend

sensitively on the spin polarization. The main onlusion is that the spin polar-

ization is large but not 100%. More reent superonduting/ferromagneti point

ontat measurements on a Co2MnSi single rystal gave a spin polarization of

55% [25℄. Similarly, the degree of spin polarization determined from the analysis

of spin resolved photoemission spetra was always found to be de�nitely below

100% [26, 27℄.

During the �rst years after the disovery of the half metalli harater in

the Heusler ompounds they were onsidered as exoti ferromagnets of mainly

aademi interest. This attitude has hanged ompletely with the development

of new ideas of data storage and proessing designed to use both, the harge

and the spin degree of freedom of the ondution eletrons, nowadays alled

spin eletronis (spintronis) [28, 29℄. In the spintroni ommunity there is a

strong belief that in the future these new onepts have the perspetive to om-

plement or even substitute onventional Si tehnology. It was rapidly realized

how valuable it would be for spintroni devies to have a ferromagnet available

with only one ondution eletron spin diretion at the Fermi level. With an

eletrode possessing 100% spin polarization the generation of a fully spin po-

larized urrent for spin injetion into semiondutors would be very easy [30℄,

spin �ltering and spin aumulation in metalli thin �lm systems would be most

e�etive [31℄ and the tunneling magnetoresistane (TMR) [32℄ of a devie pre-

pared of two half metalli eletrodes should have a huge magneto-resistane,

sine the tunneling probability is vanishing to �rst order if the two eletrodes
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have an antiparallel magnetization diretion.

Thus the novel onepts of spintronis started an upsurge of interest in fer-

romagneti half metals in the literature. Prinipally there are three di�erent

lasses of ferromagneti half metals whih are under intense disussion in the

literature and regarded as possible andidates to be used in spintroni devies.

These three groups ombine semiondutors suh as GaAs or ZnO doped by

magneti transition metal ions [33℄, magneti oxides suh as CrO2 , Fe3O4 or

(Sr1−xLax)MnO3 [34, 35℄ and, last but not least, the fully spin polarized Heusler

ompounds under disussion in this book.

Atually with eah of these three essentially di�erent groups of materials

one enounters serious problems when thinking of possible appliations. The

question whih group or whih ompound is the best is ompletely open. The

magnetially doped semiondutors all share the problem of magneti inhomo-

geneity and rather low ferromagneti Curie temperatures, making them unsuit-

able for room temperature appliations. For the ferromagneti oxides, on the

other hand, the main problem is that the preparation and handling of these

ompounds is ompletely inompatible with urrent semiondutor tehnology.

In this respet the fully spin polarized Heusler ompounds appear to be the

better hoie, sine they an be prepared by onventional methods of metalli

thin �lm preparation. A further advantage of the Heusler ompounds, espe-

ially in omparison with the magnetially doped semiondutors, is their high

ferromagneti Curie temperature. However, as already stated above and fre-

quently disussed in the following hapters of this book, the half metalliity of

the Heusler ompounds is a subtle property whih is easily lost in a real sample.

Reent intense work by theoretial groups, several of them represented in this

book, inreased the number of Heusler ompounds with predited half metalli

properties to more than 20, among them Rh2MnGe, Fe2MnSi and Co2CrAl,

to mention a few of the new ompounds [36, 37, 38, 39, 40℄. From the exper-

imental side, most of these phases have not been studied thoroughly yet, thus

leaving a vast �eld for future experimental investigations. The experimental

work in the literature mainly onentrated on the lassial Heusler half-metalli

phases NiMnSb and PtMnSb, the alloys Co2MnSi and Co2MnGe and the newly

disovered ompound Co2(CrFe)Al [38℄.

When thinking of possible appliations in spintroni devies, whih at the

moment is the main motivation behind the experimental researh on the fully

spin polarized Heusler ompounds in the literature, it is obvious that one needs

thin �lms of the Heusler ompounds, bulk samples are not very useful. This

is the reason why in the majority of the experimental hapters in this book

thin �lm systems are studied. Additional detailed researh on high quality bulk

material, however, is highly welome and urgently needed for purposes of om-

parison with the thin �lms and in order to eluidate the basi properties of the

ompounds. The reent XAFS and neutron sattering study of Co2MnSi single

rystals provides a beautiful example [41, 42℄. It allowed a preise determina-

tion of the number antisite defets in the rystal (Co sitting on the Mn position

and vie versa), whih would be very di�ult in thin �lms, but is important

for a realisti judgment of the perspetive to reah full spin polarization in a
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Co2MnSi thin �lms prepared under optimum onditions.

In the experimental hapters of this book it will beome lear to the reader

that using the predited full spin polarization of the Heusler ompounds in thin

�lm strutures is di�ult and the tehnial development is still in its infany.

Thin �lm preparation in general and espeially the preparation of thin �lm het-

erostrutures, often imposes limits on the proess parameters and this might

severely interfere with the needs to have of a high degree of spin polarization.

For obtaining a large spin polarization a perfet rystal struture with a small

number of grain boundaries is important. This an best be ahieved by keeping

the substrate at high temperatures during the thin �lm deposition. However,

most Heusler phases grow in the Vollmer-Weber mode (three-dimensional is-

lands) at high temperatures, thus when using high preparation temperatures

there might be a strong roughening of the surfaes whih for spintroni devies

is stritly prohibited. In addition, in thin �lm heterostrutures ombining di�er-

ent metalli, semionduting or insulating layers with the Heusler ompounds,

high preparation temperatures are forbidden, sine exessive interdi�usion at

the interfaes must be avoided.

Interfaes of the Heusler ompounds with other materials are a very deliate

problem for spintroni devies. For spin injetion into semiondutors or a

tunneling magnetoresistane the spin polarization of the �rst few monolayers

at the interfaes is of utmost importane. A large spin polarization in the

bulk of a Heusler ompound does not guarantee that it is a good spintroni

material, unless it keeps its spin polarization down to the �rst few monolayers

at the interfaes. Thin �lms and TMR-devies have �rst been investigated

systematially using the semi Heusler ompounds PtMnSb and NiMnSb [42℄.

The performane was rather disappointing e.g. the maximum value for the

TMR ahieved was of the order of 12% only. Later, TMR devies based on

Co2MnSi was shown to work muh better [44℄ (see artile by J. Shmalhorst in

this book), but still the alulated spin polarization is de�nitely smaller than

100%.

This experiene leads to the suspiion that at least for a few monolayers at

the interfaes the full spin polarization is somehow lost. One possible expla-

nation for this ould be modi�ations in the eletroni energy band struture

at surfaes and interfaes, sine the theoretial preditions of a full spin po-

larization in a strit sense only hold for bulk rystals. Reent band struture

alulations taking the surfaes expliitly into aount revealed that for ertain

rystallographi diretions the full spin polarization at the surfaes is atually

lost [45, 46℄. Even more seriously, it seems that atomi disorder of the Heusler

ompound at surfaes and interfaes has the tendeny to severely a�et the full

spin polarization. Theoretial band struture alulations prediting the half

metalliity assume L21-symmetry with perfet site symmetry of all four X, Y

and Z sublatties. As mentioned above, the existene of some antisite disorder,

however, annot be ompletely avoided even in well annealed single rystals

[41, 42℄ .

An essential question is, whih type of disorder is most detrimental for the

spin polarization of the Heusler ompounds. Model alulations taking di�erent
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types of point defets into aount are very illustrative in this respet [47, 39℄ (see

also the artile by S. Pioi in this book). These alulations show that for the

Co2MnGe and the Co2MnSi Heusler phase the eletroni states of Co-antisite

atoms sitting on regular Mn-sites �ll the gap in the minority spin band. The

magneti moment of these Co antisite defet remains virtually unhanged and

ouples ferromagnetially to the surrounding spins. A Mn-antisite atom sitting

on a regular Co-position, on the other hand, does not introdue eletroni states

in the minority spin gap, however has its magneti moment oupled antiferro-

magnetially to the surrounding spins. This leads to a drasti redution of the

saturation magnetization, whih frequently has been observed for ferromagneti

Heusler phases not prepared under optimum onditions.

Introduing now the present artile whih reviews our work during the last

four years on thin �lms and multilayers based on the Heusler alloys Co2MnGe

and Co2MnSn, our main interest was not on spintroni devies for the moment,

although we will present examples of GMR devies in hapter IV. We, instead, go

one step bakwards and study �rst the basi strutural and magneti properties

of very thin �lms of these Heusler ompounds. The magnetism of a ternary

metalli ompound is omplex and little is known of what happens with the

magneti order in the limit of very thin �lms or at interfaes. Then we present

our results on the magneti order in multilayers of the Heusler alloys using V

and Au as interlayers, whih an be grown with high quality. Neutron and x-ray

sattering provide well established methods to get insight into the strutural and

magneti properties of the interfaes. And, by the way, we follow the interesting

and until now unsolved question, whether an osillating interlayer exhange

oupling (IEC) between the Heusler layers an be observed when varying the

thikness of the V- and Au-layers systematially.

In detail, our artile below is organized as follows: In Se. 2 we disuss

the magneti and strutural properties of single �lms of the Co2MnGe and

Co2MnSn phase for a thikness range down to about 3 nm. In Se. 3 we disuss

the properties of multilayers prepared by ombining these Heusler layers with

Au and V interlayers. In this setion we also review in some detail a novel

type of antiferromagneti interlayer long range order whih we have observed in

[Co2MnGe/V℄n multilayers and an unidiretioal exhange anisotropy originating

from the interfae magneti order in the [Co2MnGe/Au℄n multilayers. In Se.

4 we present results of our resistivity and magnetoresistivity measurements on

the single �lms, multilayers and GMR devies, before we summarize and draw

onlusions in Se. 5.

2 Single Co2MnGe and Co2MnSn thin �lms

2.1 Strutural properties

All �lms of the present study were grown by rf-sputtering with a dual soure

HV sputtering equipment on single rystalline Al2O3 (11-20) surfaes (sapphire

a-plane). The base pressure of the system was 5 × 10−8
mbar after ooling of
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the liquid nitrogen old trap. We used pure Ar at a pressure of 5×10−3
mbar as

sputter gas, the targets were prepared from stoihiometri alloys of the Heusler

phases. The sputtering rates during the thin �lm preparation were 0.06 nm/s for

the Co2MnSn phase and 0.04 nm/s for the Co2MnGe phase, the Au or V seed

layers were deposited at a sputtering rate of 0.05 and 0.03 nm/s respetively.

The sapphire substrates were leaned hemially and ultrasonially after utting

and immediately before the deposition they were additionally ethed by an

ion beam for 300 s in order to remove any residual surfae ontaminations.

There are two onditions to ahieve good strutural and magneti quality of the

Heusler layers. First, the substrate temperature must be high, in our optimized

proedure the substrate temperature was 500

◦
C. Seond, seed layers of a simple

metal with a good lattie mathing to the Heusler ompounds are important

to indue epitaxial or textured growth with a �at surfae. Growing the �lms

diretly on sapphire results in polyrystalline �lms and surfae roughening. In

our previous investigations we tested di�erent possible seed layers suh as Cr,

Nb and Ag, later we onentrated on Au and V whih gave the best strutural

results [67, 66℄. The surfaes of the Heusler ompounds oxidize rapidly and

must be overed by a protetion layer before handling in air. If nothing else is

stated we use an amorphous Al2O3 �lm of 2-nm thikness as a ap layer.

phase lattie parameter [nm℄ sat. magnetization [

emu
g

℄ sat. moment [µB℄

bulk �lm bulk �lm �lm

Co2MnGe 0.5743 0.575 111 114 5.02

Co2MnSn 0.600 0.6001 91 92 4.95

Table 1: Lattie parameters, saturation magnetization and saturation magneti

moments (per formula unit) of the pure, thik Heusler �lms in omparison to

the bulk values. The bulk values have been taken from referene [2℄.

The strutural quality of the samples was studied by small angle x-ray re-

�etivity and high angle out-of-plane Bragg sattering using Cu Kα radiation.

Figure 2 show an out of plane x-ray Bragg san of a Co2MnSn �lm with a 2-

nm thik Au seed layer and Co2MnGe �lm with a 5-nm V seed layer. Only

the (220) and the (440) Bragg peaks of the Heusler phases are observed, prov-

ing perfet (110) texture out-of-plane. In plane the �lms are polyrystalline.

Table 1 summarizes the relevant strutural data derived from the x-ray sans.

The lattie parameters virtually oinide with those of the bulk phases. The

half width of the roking urve (width in 2Θ at half maximum) haraterizing

the mosaiity of the rystallite is 1.5

◦
for the Co2MnSn phase and 0.8

◦
for the

Co2MnGe phase. The half width of the radial Bragg sans orresponds to the

experimental resolution of the spetrometer implying that the total thikness of

the Heusler layer is struturally oherent in the growth diretion. Examples of

a small angle x-ray re�etivity san for �lms of the same phases are shown in

�gure 3. Total thikness osillations are observed up to 2θ = 10◦, indiatiove of
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Figure 2: Upper panel (a): Out of plane Bragg sans of a

Au(3nm)/Co2MnSn(100nm) �lm measured with Cu Kα radiation. Bottom

panel (b): same for a V(3nm)/Co2MnGe(100nm) �lm.
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a very �at surfae morphology. additional osillations from the bu�er layer are

also observed. A simulation of the urves with the Parratt formalism gives a

typial rms roughness for the �lm surfae of about 0.3 nm. This is orroborated

by atomi fore mirosopi (AFM) pitures of the surfae whih reveal a very

smooth surfae morphology. We also have grown �lms at lower preparation

temperatures down to a substrate temperature Tsub = 100◦C. The struture of
�lms prepared below Ts = 500◦C is still perfet (110) texture, however with a

roking width slightly inreasing with dereasing preparation temperature.

Sine for the multilayers disussed in the next hapter the typial layer thik-

ness of the Heusler layers is of the order of 3 nm only and Ts is limited to 300◦C
in order to avoid strong interdi�usion at the interfaes, it seems worthwhile to

study the strutural and magneti properties of single very thin Heusler layers

prepared under the same onditions. Figure 4 shows an out-of- plane Bragg san

of a trilayer V(5nm)/Co2MnGe(4nm)/V(5nm). One observes a very broad (220)

Bragg peak with a half width of ∆2Θ = 2◦ at 2Θ = 43◦ from the Co2MnGe

phase. Using the Sherrer formula for the Bragg re�etion of small partiles,

whih orrelates the oherene length Lc of the partiles with the half width of

the Bragg peaks

Lc = 0.89λ/[∆(2Θ) · cos(Θ)] (1)

we derive Lc = 3 nm i.e. a value slightly smaller than the layer thikness.

This is an indiation that the mean size of the rystalline grains in the �lm is

slightly smaller than the �lm thikness. For Co2MnGe layers of 4-nm thikness

between two Au layers, whih we also have studied, the grain size was found to

be de�nitely larger than the �lm thikness, sine the orrelation length is only

limited by the �nite �lm thikness.

2.2 Magneti properties

The d magnetization of our �lms was studied by a ommerial superonduting

quantum interferene devie (SQUID) based magnetometer (Quantum Design

MPMS system). Examples of magneti hysteresis loops of the Co2MnGe and

the Co2MnSn �lms are presented in �gure 5. The �lms possess a growth in-

dued weak, uniaxial anisotropy with an anisotropy �eld HK of about 50 Oe.

For the measurements in �gures 5 and 6 the external �eld axis was direted

parallel to the magneti easy axis, thus the hysteresis loops are retangular.

The oerive �eld for the Co2MnGe phase is Hc = 20 Oe, for the Co2MnSn

�lm we get Hc = 50 Oe at room temperature. The saturation magnetization

at 5 K is in good agreement with the values measured in bulk samples within

the experimental error bars (see table 1). The saturation magneti moment

per formula unit alulated from the saturation magnetization is 4.95 µB for

Co2MnSn and 5.02 µB for Co2MnGe. These values agree with those derived

from the theoretial band struture alulations for perfet L21 type of order

[36℄, indiating that the �lms have a high degree of metallurgial order. Thus
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Figure 3: X-ray re�etivity sans of Au(3nm)/Co2MnSn(30nm) in the upper

panel (a) and V(4nm)/Co2MnGe(60nm) in the bottom panel (b).
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Figure 4: Out of plane Bragg san of a V(5nm)/Co2MnGe(4nm)/V(5nm) tri-

layer.

we an onlude that thik �lms of the Co based Heusler phases an be grown

at high temperatures with a quality omparable to bulk samples.

However, when dereasing the substrate temperature while keeping the thik-

ness of the Co2MnGe layer and all other parameters onstant, we observe a

ontinuous derease of the saturation magnetization down to about 70% at

Ts = 100◦C (�gure 6). This derease of the magnetization is aompanied by

an inrease of the lattie parameter of about 1%. For the Co2MnSn phase and

Cu2MnAl the degradation of the ferromagneti saturation magnetization with

dereasing Ts is even faster (�gure 6). It seems plausible to attribute the de-

rease of the saturation magnetization to an inreasing number of antisite defets

in the L21 struture. This e�et is well known in Cu2MnAl, where the disor-

dered B2 phase whih an be prepared by quenhing from high temperatures

has a very low saturation magnetization [73℄. For �lms with a small thikness

of the Heusler phase of the order of a few nm the situation beomes even worse.

In this ase a preparation at 500◦C is prohibited, sine then interdi�usion at

the seed layer/Heusler interfae is too strong. A pratial limit for the substrate

temperature for avoiding exessive interdi�usion is 300◦C. As a �rst example

of a very thin �lm, �gure 7 depits the hysteresis loop measured at 5 K of a

4-nm thik Co2MnGe �lm grown diretly on sapphire a-plane at Ts = 300◦C.
The x-ray strutural analysis showed no resolvable Bragg peak, thus the rys-

talline struture seems to be polyrystalline with very small grains. The �lm

has a very low saturation magnetization of only about 10% of the bulk value,
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Figure 5: Hysteresis loops of a Co2MnSn in the upper panel (a) and a Co2MnGe

�lm in the bottom panel (b) from �gure 2 measured at 5 K and 400 K.
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Figure 6: Saturation magnetization of Co2MnGe (open irles), Co2MnSn (solid

irles) and Cu2MnAl (triangles) versus the substrate temperature during prepa-

ration.

showing that the ferromagneti properties are ompletely di�erent from those of

the Co2MnGe phase in the L21 struture. Growing the same �lm thikness for

Co2MnGe on a V seedlayer, a (220) Bragg peak an be observed (see �gure 4)

and about 50% of the ferromagneti saturation magnetization of the Co2MnGe

phase is reovered (�gure 8). The magnetization is isotropi in the �lm plane

with a magneti remanene of only about 30% of the saturation magnetization.

It is interesting to note that for a �eld diretion perpendiular to the �lm

plane (�gure 8b) the hysteresis urves are very similar to those observed in a

parallel �eld, thus the strong anisotropy of the demagnetising �eld harater-

izing a homogeneous magneti thin �lm is absent. This learly shows that the

magnetization of the �lm in �gure 8 is not homogeneous, but breaks up into

weakly oupled small magneti partiles pointing in their own magnetially easy

diretion given by the geometri shape and the rystal magneti anisotropy. For

a 4-nm thik Co2MnGe �lm grown on Au the small partile harater of the

hysteresis loop also exists, but the magneti anisotropy of a homogenous thin

�lm is partly reovered. For this �lm the ferromagneti saturation magneti-

zation is also strongly redued ompared to the bulk value of Co2MnGe. We

would attribute the di�erent magneti behaviour of Co2MnGe grown on V and

Au to muh smaller rystalline grains in the ase of a V seed layer, where the

single grains seem to be nearly deoupled magnetially.
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Figure 7: Hysteresis loop of a 4-nm thik Co2MnGe �lm grown diretly on

sapphire a-plane at a substrate temperature of 300

◦
C measured at 5 K.
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Figure 8: Hysteresis loops measured at 5 K of V(3nm)/Co2MnGe(4nm)/V(3nm)

with the �eld applied parallel to the sample plane in the upper panel (a) and

perpendiular to the sample plane in the bottom panel (b).
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2.3 XMCD on Co2MnGe

In order to eluidate the mirosopi origin of the moment redution in the

Co2MnGe Heusler alloy when prepared at low substrate temperatures (see �g-

ure 6) x-ray magneti irular dihroism (XMCD) is a very suitable experi-

mental method as it allows an element spei� study of the magnetism [74℄.

We therefore prepared a Co2MnGe �lm speially designed for an XMCD study

with 16-nm thikness grown on a V seed layer and with a 2-nm Au ap layer,

all layers prepared at Ts = 300◦C. The saturation magnetization of the �lm as

measured by SQUID magnetometry was found to be slightly smaller than the

value given in Fig.5, it orresponds to a magneti moment per formula unit of

2.3 µB at room temperature and 2.98 µB at 4 K.

The XMCD measurements were performed at the bending magnet beamline

PM3 at BESSY II (Berlin Germany) using the new ALICE hamber for spe-

trosopy and resonant sattering. [75℄. The measurements were taken by the

total eletron yield (TEY) method. At an angle of inidene of 40

◦
saturation

e�ets are small and the TEY is proportional to the absorption oe�ient to

a good approximation. During the experiment the heliity of the photons was

�xed whereas the magnetization of the sample was swithed by a magneti �eld

of ±0.1 T thus providing the eletron yield with the magnetization parallel (Y+)

and antiparallel (Y−) to the photon heliity. The Y+ and Y− sans measured

at the L3 edge of Mn and Co are normalized to the �ux of the inoming photon

beam. The XMCD spetrum (Y+-Y−) at the L2,3 edges of Mn and Co measured

at room temperature is plotted in �gure 9. The XMCD spetra ontain quan-

titative information on the spin and orbital magneti moments whih an be

extrated via the sum rule analysis [71℄. There are several soures of systemati

errors in this analysis whih might a�et the absolute values for the magneti

moment questionable. This is �rst the number of holes in the d−band, whih
we an preisely take from eletroni band struture alulations. Seond, it is

the negleting of magneti dipolar interations in the model, whih in our ase

seems justi�ed beause of the ubi symmetry of the Co2MnGe phase. Third,

for the Mn atom there might be a mixing of the L3 and the L2 levels by the

relatively strong 2p− 3d Coulomb interations. The orretion fator x taking

this e�et into onsideration has been alulated ranging from x = 1 for negligi-
ble jj-mixing to x = 1.5 for strong jj-mixing [76℄. Keeping these reservation in

mind, the sum rule analysis yields for the ase of the Co atom mspin = 0.55 µB

for the spin magneti moment and morb = 0.028 µB for the orbital magneti

moment. For the ase of the Mn atom the analysis yields mspin = 0.98 µB (1.47

µB) and morb = 0.056 µB, where for the �rst value it is assumed that x = 1.0
holds, for the value given in brakets x = 1.5 is assumed. Summing up all val-

ues for the atomi magneti moments and extrapolating to 4 K we determine a

saturation magneti moment of m = 0.75 µB for Co and m = 1.36 µB (1.97 µB)

for Mn [71℄. The moment for Co agrees reasonable with the theoretial value

from band struture alulations, for the Mn atom the theoretial alulations

give m = 3.6 µB i.e. a muh higher value than the experiment, irrespetive of

the exat value of the orretion fator x. The magnetization data yielded a
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Figure 9: XMCD spetra of a 11-nm thik Co2MnGe �lm at the Mn L3,2 and

at the Co L3,2 edge.

saturation magneti moment of 2.98 µB per Co2MnGe formula unit, the XMCD

results yield 2.83 µB (3.46 µB), i.e. within the unertainty range of the XMCD

result the agreement is satisfatory.

As mentioned in the introdution, the theoretial model alulations [47,

39℄ show that antisite disorder in the L21 struture severely a�ets the Mn

magneti moments, sine a Mn spin sitting on a regular Co position has a spin

diretion antiparallel to the other Mn and Co spins. This will strongly redue

the experimentally determined mean Mn moment. The value of the Co moment

when sitting on a Mn position remains essentially una�eted. Thus the plausible

hypothesis formulated above that a lower preparation temperatures auses site

disorder in the L21 struture and onomitantly a lowering of the saturation

magnetization �nds strong support from the XMCD results and the theoretial

model alulations.

Summarizing this hapter, we have shown that with optimized preparation

onditions high quality thik �lms of the Co2MnGe and the Co2MnSn phase

an be grown. But if experimental onstraints are imposed when preparing

devies suh as limits for the substrate temperature, non appliability of seed

layers or if in devies very thin Heusler layers are needed, one faes problems.

Site disorder in the interior of the �lms and mixing and disorder at interfaes

have the tendeny to lower the ferromagneti magnetization. The magneti

behaviour of very small Co2MnGe grains as e.g. the nearly omplete loss of

ferromagnetism for Co2MnGe deposited on bare sapphire or the typial small
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partile magneti behaviour in very thin Co2MnGe grown on V suggest that the

grain boundaries are only weakly ferromagneti or even non ferromagneti.

3 Multilayers [Co2MnSn(Ge)/Au(V)℄n

3.1 Strutural and magneti properties

Multilayers of the two Heusler phases Co2MnGe and Co2MnSn with V and Au as

interlayers have been prepared by the same dual soure rf-sputtering equipment

desribed in setion 2. For the multilayer preparation the substrate holder is

swept between the two targets, if nothing else is stated, the number of bilayers

prepared is n = 30 starting with either V or Au, and the �lms are proteted by

a Al2O3 ap layer. The substrate temperature was held �xed at TS = 300◦C
for all multilayers, the deposition rates of the materials were the same as given

in setion 2 for the single layers. Although the strutural quality of the Heusler

layers improve at higher substrate temperatures, TS = 300◦C turned out to be

the upper limit when strong interdi�usion at the interfaes must be avoided.

Using the natural gradient of the sputtering rate, the simultaneous prepara-

tion of up to 10 samples with the thikness of either the magneti layer or the

non magneti layer altered is possible. The thikness an be varied by a fator

of three and we exploit this feature e.g. for the preparation of several series of

multilayers for the investigation of the thikness dependene of the magneti in-

terlayer oupling. In our previous investigations we have also tested the growth

of Heusler multilayers with several other ombinations of materials, inluding

the Heusler ompounds Co2MnSi and Cu2MnAl and Cr as interlayers [67, 65℄.

Here we onentrate on Co2MnGe and Co2MnSn with Au and V as interlayers

whih an be grown with best strutural quality. The x-ray haraterization of

the multilayers was done by a standard thin �lm x-ray spetrometer or using

synhrotron radiation at the Hasylab in Hamburg, Germany.

Figure 10a shows a low angle x-ray re�etivity san measured on a [Co2MnGe(3nm)/V(2nm)℄50

multilayer (the number in round brakets denotes the nominal thikness of the

single layers, n = 50 is the number bilayers) by synhrotron radiation at a

wavelength of 0.177 nm. One observes superlattie re�etions up to the 4th

order revealing a smooth layered struture. From a �t with the Parratt formal-

ism shown by the displaes thin line one derives a thikness of dV = 2.2 nm

and dHeusler = 2.8 nm and a roughness parameter of σ = 0.5 nm for V and

σ = 0.7 nm for Co2MnGe. Thus at the interfaes there is interdi�usion and/or

topologial roughness on a sale of about 0.6 nm.

Figure 10b depits a san aross the (220)/(110) Bragg re�etion of the same

multilayer. There is a rih struture with satellites up to 3rd order proving the

growth of oherent V and Co2MnGe layers. The out of plane oherene length

derived from the width of the Bragg peak is about 13 nm i.e. omprises about

3 bilayers. Figure 11a shows the small angle re�etivity san for a nominal

[Co2MnGe(3nm)/Au(2.5nm)℄50 multilayer. The �t with the Parratt formalism

gives a thikness of 3.0 nm and 2.3 nm for the Heusler and Au layer respetively.
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Figure 10: Upper panel (a): X-ray re�etivity san of a

[Co2MnGe(3nm)/V(2nm)℄50 multilayer measured at a wavelength of the

synhroton radiation λ = 1, 77 nm. The open symbols are the measured

intensity, the straight line shows a simulation. Bottom panel: (b) Out of plane

Bragg san of the same multilayer at λ = 1, 77 nm. The numbers in the �gure

denote the order of the superlattie re�etions and the order of the satellites.
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Figure 11: Upper panel (a): X-ray re�etivity san of a

[Co2MnGe(3nm)/Au(2.5nm)℄50 multilayer measured at λ = 1, 54 nm.

The open symbols are the measured intensity, the straight line shows a

simulation. Bottom panel (b): Out of plane Bragg san of the same multilayer

at λ = 1, 54 nm.
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As already evident from the narrower superlattie re�etion peaks, the quality

of the layered struture is even better than for the [Co2MnGe/V℄ multilayer

of �gure 10a. This is orroborated by the simulation whih gives a roughness

parameter σAu = 0.5 nm and σHeusler = 0.3 nm. The Bragg san (�gure 11b) at

the (111)/(220) Bragg position also reveals an out of plane oherent rystalline

lattie with a oherene length of 14 nm.

We have also grown suessfully [Co2MnSn/V℄ and [Co2MnSn/Au℄ multi-

layers with omparable quality [66℄ i.e. with an out of plane oherene length

and a roughness parameter similar to the [Co2MnGe/V℄ and [Co2MnGe/Au℄

multilayers. Multilayers of similar quality an be grown in the thikness range

of down to 1 nm for the Heusler ompounds and the interlayers, for a smaller

thikness the layered struture and the rystalline oherene is gradually lost.

The magneti properties of the multilayers were studied by measurements

of the magneti hysteresis loops. Figures 12 and 13 show examples of hysteresis

loops from the [Co2MnGe/Au℄, the [Co2MnSn/Au℄, the[Co2MnGe/V℄ and the

[Co2MnSn/V℄ multilayer systems at di�erent temperatures. Several important

features should be noted.

The saturation magnetization measured at 5 K is smaller than the value

for the bulk ompound, the redution is omparable to that we observed in

single �lms of the same systems in setion 2. The oerive �eld is strongly

inreasing at low temperatures from values of typially Hc = 50 Oe at 60 K

to several hundred Oe at 4 K. This e�et is shown in more detail in �gure

14 where the oerive fore drastially inreases below 50 K. This feature is

often observed in magnetially inhomogeneous �lms and indiates that thermal

ativation plays an important role in the remagnetization proesses at higher

temperatures. Interestingly for the multilayers with V in �gure 13 there is

no observable magneti remanene at higher temperature, the magnetization

urve is ompletely reversible for temperatures above about 150 K. On the

other hand for the multilayers with Au (�gure 12) there is a hysteresis with

a �nite remanent magnetization up to the ferromagneti Curie temperature,

as it should be for a normal ferromagneti ompound. Most of our multilayers

possess a growth indued uniaxial magneti anisotropy similar to the thik �lms

disussed in setion 2 , but with a de�nitely smaller amplitude of the order

of 20 Oe for the anisotropy �elds. For the hysteresis urve measurements in

�gure 12 the �eld is applied along the magneti easy axis, thus the vanishing

remanent magnetization annot simply be explained by a magneti anisotropy

�eld perpendiular to the �eld diretion.

We prepared series of 10 multilayer samples with either the thikness of the

Heusler ompound or the thikness of the V or Au layer varied between 1 nm

and 3 nm and systematially studied the hysteresis urves. These results are

summarized in the next three �gures. In �gure 15 we have plotted the relative

remanent magnetization for [Co2MnGe/V℄ and [Co2MnSn/Au℄ multilayers de-

termined at a temperature of 200 K as a funtion of the thikness of the non

magneti interlayers. We �nd no systemati variation with the thikness, for the

multilayers with Au the remanent magnetization is about 60% of the saturation

magnetization independent of the thikness of the Au layer, for [Co2MnGe/V℄n
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Figure 12: Hysteresis loops of the multilayers [Co2MnGe(2.2nm)/Au(3nm)℄30

in the upper panel (a) and [Co2MnSn(3nm)/Au(1.5nm)℄30 in the bottom panel

(b) measured at di�erent temperatures given in the �gure.
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Figure 13: Hysteresis loops measured at di�erent temperatures for

the samples [Co2MnGe(3nm)/V(3nm)℄30 in the upper panel (a) and

[Co2MnSn(3nm)/V(3nm)℄30 in the bottom panel (b).
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Figure 14: Coerive �eld versus temperature for the multilayers

[Co2MnSn(3nm)/Au(1.5nm)℄30 (solid irles) and [Co2MnGe(3nm)/V(4nm)℄50

(open irles).
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Figure 15: Relative remanent magnetization for [Co2MnSn(3nm)/Au(d)℄30
(solid irles) and [Co2MnGe(3nm)/V(d)℄30 (open irles) multilayers deter-

mined at T = 200 K versus thikness of the non magneti interlayer d.
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Figure 16: Ferromagneti saturation magnetization of bulk Co2MnGe (solid

irles) and [Co2MnGe(d)/Au(3nm)℄30 multilayers (open symbols) with varied

Co2MnGe layer thikness d (given in the �gure) versus temperature.

the remanent magnetization vanishes for all thiknesses above d = 1.5 nm. Thus

there is no indiation of an osillation of the interlayer exhange interation in

[Co2MnSn/Au℄n whih in the ase of an antiferomagneti oupling should give

a lowering of the remanent magnetization. Similarly in [Co2MnGe/V℄n the van-

ishing remanent magnetization ould indiate an af oupling, but then the af

oupling would be independent of the interlayer thikness, whih does not at

all �t into the sheme of an IEC mehanism [72℄. We will ome bak to this

question in setion 3.3 below. In �gure 16 we have plotted the ferromagneti sat-

uration magnetization measured in a �eld of 2 kOe when varying the thikness

of the Co2MnGe layers while keeping the thikness of the Au layers onstant.

It is apparent that the saturation magnetization and the ferromagneti Curie

temperatures are muh lower than for the bulk Co2MnGe phase and ontinu-

ously derease further with dereasing �lm thikness. For a layer thikness of

Co2MnGe of d = 2.6 nm we estimate a ferromagneti Curie temperature Tc of

about 500 K, for d = 2 nm we get Tc ∼ 340 K and for d = 1.5 nm Tc ∼ 90 K.

For the latter sample the saturation magnetization is very low and the magneti

ground state is a spin glass state rather than a ferromagneti state (see next

setion). Finally in �gure 17 we have plotted the ferromagneti saturation mag-
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Figure 17: Relative saturation magnetization versus the thikness of the

Co2MnGe and Co2MnSn layer for multilayers [Co2MnSn(d)/V(3nm)℄30 (irles),

[Co2MnGe(d)/V(3nm)℄30 (squares) and [Co2MnSn(d)/Au(3nm)℄30 (triangles).

netization measured at T = 5 K and H = 2 kOe as a funtion of the magneti

layer thikness for the di�erent multilayer systems under study here. One �nds

that for a layer thikness of d = 3 nm the saturation magnetization reahes only

50 to 80% of the bulk saturation magnetization, depending on the ombination.

Typially below d = 1.5 nm the ferromagneti moment breaks down ompletely,

suggesting that at this thikness mixing and disorder from both sides of the

ferromagneti layer destroys the ferromagneti ground state ompletely.

Summarizing this setion, we have shown that high quality multilayers of

the Heusler ompounds Co2MnGe and Co2MnSn an be grown on sapphire a-

plane. The ferromagneti saturation magnetization is de�nitely lower than the

bulk value but similar to what we have observed for the very thin single �lms.

The redution of the magnetization has two di�erent soures. First there are

many antisite defets sine the multilayers are prepared at 300◦C and not at

the muh higher optimum temperature. Seond, there is an additional dras-

ti breakdown of the saturation magnetization at the interfaes due to strong

disorder and intermixing here. From the investigations of the multilayers with

very thin magneti �lms we may onlude that typially 0.7 nm of the Heusler

layers at the interfaes ontribute only a small magnetization and are not ferro-

magneti. This is supported by the results of the small angle x-ray re�etivity,

from whih we derived an interfae roughness of the same order of magnitude.

When varying the thikness of the non magneti interlayers Au and V we �nd no
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indiation of an osillating interlayer exhange oupling, but for the ase of the

V interlayers there is an interesting anomalous behaviour, namely a vanishing

remanent magnetization over a broad thikness range whih will be the subjet

of the setion 3.3.

3.2 Exhange bias in [Co2MnGe/Au℄ multilayers

Apart from the more general magneti properties of the Co-based Heusler mul-

tilayers presented in the previous setion, there are intriguing peuliarities in

the magneti order of these multilayers whih we want to disuss in this and the

next setion.

After ooling in a magneti �eld most of the Co-based Heusler multilay-

ers whih we have studied exhibit asymmetri magneti hysteresis loops shifted

along the magneti �eld axis, evidening the existene of an unidiretional ex-

hange anisotropy, nowadays dubbed "exhange bias" [77℄. This is an e�et

known to our at interfaes between an antiferromagnet (af) and a ferromag-

net (f), the lassial example being the Co/CoO interfae [77℄ . The exhange

bias phenomenon attrated onsiderable new interest in reent years and there

is a muh deeper understanding of it now than it was ten years before, although

a quantitative theoretial model is still laking. The exhange bias sets in at a

bloking temperature TB slightly below the Néel temperature TN of the anti-

ferromagnet and there is general agreement in the literature that the spins at

the f/af interfae whih are oupled to both, the ferromagnet and the antifer-

romagnet, ause the exhange bias e�et. The oupling to the ferromagnet in

saturation de�nes the diretion of the exhange bias �eld HEB. Upon ooling

through TB the interfae spins are bloked and keep the diretion of HEB �xed.

Theoretial models developed for the exhange bias e�et in reent years fo-

us on di�erent aspets of the omplex problem. The domain state model [78℄

assumes that the domain formation in the antiferromagnet is the most essen-

tial point, other models start from the frustrated, weakly oupled spins at the

interfae or at domain walls of the antiferromagnet [80, 79℄.

We have observed an exhange bias shift of the hysteresis loop in multilay-

ers of Co2MnSn and Co2MnGe when ombined with Au, Cr or Cu2MnAl [65℄.

Only with V interlayers it does not our. Sine ertainly there is no antifer-

romagnetism in these multilayers, the existene of HEB is puzzling at the �rst

glane.

Before oming bak to this question we shortly introdue the main exper-

imental results for the example of the [Co2MnGe/Au℄ multilayer system. In

�gure 18 we show the hysteresis loop measured at 2 K after �eld ooling in

an applied �eld of 2 kOe. The loop is found to be shifted by a rather large

exhange bias �eld HEB = 500 Oe. Similar to many other exhange bias sys-

tems [77℄ there is a strong relaxation of HEB when sweeping the magneti �eld

several times (see sweep nb. 1 to 4 in �gure 18). The exhange bias e�et sets

in rather sharply at a bloking temperature of 15 K (�gure 19), showing that

the magneti exhange interations de�ning TB are rather weak. We have also

tested the dependene of HEB on the thikness of the magneti layer dm and
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Figure 18: Sequene of magneti hysteresis loops of the multilayer

[Co2MnGe(2.6nm)/Au(3nm)℄30 measured at 2 K after �eld ooling in H =
2 kOe.

found HEB ∼ 1/dm as usual for exhange bias systems and proving that the

exhange anisotropy originates from interfae spins.

There is one enlightening experiment whih is di�ult to realize in on-

ventional f/af exhange bias systems and whih we show in �gure 20. When

sweeping the external �eld to -4 T at 5 K, one an nearly eliminate HEB. Si-

multaneously the exess magnetization (asymmetry of the loop along the mag-

netization axis) vanishes, diretly proving the intimate orrelation of the exess

positive magnetization and HEB. It seems quite natural to onlude that inter-

fae spins determiningHEB are rotated out of their metastable orientation when

sweeping the �eld up to 4 T. Now oming bak to the question onerning the

origin of the exhange bias shift in our multilayers, the mere existene of HEB

shows that at the Co2MnGe/Au interfae antiferromagneti exhange intera-

tions must be present. The exess positive magnetization whih vanishes after

magnetizing to high negative �elds shows that there are spins at the interfae

with a omponent antiparallel to the ferromagnet. Adopting the point of view

of loalized models for magneti exhange interations, there seems to be an

antiferromagneti superexhange type of interation at the interfae e.g. an af

Co-Au-Co superexhange or an af Co-Au-Mn superexhange. This interation

ompeting with the ferromagneti exhange of the pure Co2MnGe phase reates

a few monolayers with frustrated spins and spin glass type of order at the inter-

fae. Atually the magneti order of very thin Co2MnGe layers with a thikness
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Figure 19: Exhange bias �eld versus temperature for the multilayer

[Co2MnGe(2.6nm)/Au(3nm)℄30 for a ooling �eld H = 200 Oe.

of the order of 1 nm exhibit all ingredients of spin glass order (�gure 21). This

spin glass phase takes over the role of the antiferromagnet in onventional f/af

exhange bias systems. The spin glass provides a soure of weakly oupled spins

whih are bloked at the spin glass freezing temperature Tf , whih replaes the

bloking temperature TB of the f/af interfae.

The experimental fat that the exhange bias e�et ours in many Co based

Heusler multilayers shows that the existene of antiferromagneti interations

and spin glass order are the rule rather than the exeption in these multilayers.

3.3 Antiferromagneti interlayer oupling in [Co2MnGe/V℄

multilayers

It is an interesting prinipal question whether in the Co Heusler based mul-

tilayers an osillatory interlayer exhange oupling (IEC) of the type existing

in multilayers ombined of the 3d transition element ferromagnets and normal

metals [72℄ an be observed, too. Thus we arefully inspeted the magneti hys-

teresis loops of the Co-based Heusler multilayers from setion 3.1 in order to �nd

indiations for an IEC mehanism. We were suessful in the [Co2MnGe/V℄ mul-

tilayer system, where a vanishing remanene at room temperature (see �ogure
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Figure 20: Magneti hysteresis loops of the multiayer

[Co2MnGe(2.6nm)/Au(3nm)℄30 measured at 2 K after �eld ooling in

H = 40 kOe. The labels in the �gure denote the number of the �eld yles.

The �eld has been driven to -40 kOe during the �rst �eld yle.

13a) is seen, giving a �rst indiation of an antiferromagneti IEC.

We then started a systemati investigation of the magneti order in this sys-

tem by magneti neutron re�etometry. The experiments were arried out at the

ADAM re�etometer at the ILL in Grenoble. This instrument is equipped with

neutron spin analysers so that spin polarized neutron re�etivity (PNR) mea-

surements an be performed. PNR gives additional and important information

about the magnetization diretion in the �lm [81, 82, 83℄, sine a magnetization

diretion parallel (or antiparallel) to the neutron spin polarization auses sat-

tering with the polarization diretion unhanged (up-up (+,+) and down-down

(-,-) hannels) only, whereas a magnetization omponent perpendiular to the

spin quantization axis auses spin �ip sattering appearing in the down-up (-,+)

and up-down (+,-) hannels.

Figure 22 displays (unpolarized) neutron re�etivity sans for a series of

[Co2MnGe/V℄ multilayers with di�erent thikness of the V layer dV ranging

from 1.5 nm to 4 nm. The observation of the half order peak learly proves

the existene of an antiferromagneti (af) interlayer oupling. The af oupling

is observed for all multilayers with an interlayer thikness dV smaller than 3
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Figure 21: Field ooled and zero �eld ooled magnetization for the sample

[Co2MnGe(1.2nm)/Au(3nm)℄30 in a magneti �eld of 500 Oe.

nm, we �nd no indiation of an osillatory IEC in this thikness range. We also

studied other, intermediate V thiknesses by magnetization measurements and

found that the oupling is always antiferromagneti. At this point serious doubts

arise whether atually the IEC mehanism is responsible for the af interlayer

oupling, sine the osillatory harater of this oupling is an intrinsi property

of the geometry of the Fermi surfae of the interlayers [72℄.

In order to haraterize the af interlayer ordering further, PNR measure-

ments of the [Co2MnGe/V℄ multilayers with the growth indued magneti easy

axis of the multilayers parallel to the small neutron guiding �eld were taken (�g-

ure 23). Figure 23 presents the intensity measured for the spin hannels ((+,+),

(-,-) and (+,-)), only the non spin �ip hannels show a �nite intensity. Thus

the sublattie magnetization of the af lattie is pointing parallel or antiparallel

to the magneti �eld. The �rst order strutural peak in �gure 23 has the same

intensity for the (+,+) and the (-,-) hannel. This proves that the magneti

interlayer superstruture has no ferromagneti omponent whih ould our

e.g. by some anting of the af oupled layers. From this we an onlude that

the af interlayer struture of the multilayer is well de�ned.

The measurement of PNR sans as a funtion of an applied �eld is shown in

�gure 24. The af peak intensity is rapidly suppressed at higher magneti �elds,

simultaneously the splitting of the (-,-) and the (+,+) sattering intensities in-

reases until at the ferromagneti saturation �eld there is only a �nite sattering

intensity in the (+,+) hannel. The ferromagneti saturation �eld derived from
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Figure 22: Speular unpolarized neutron re�etivity sans of

[Co2MnGe(3nm)/V(d)℄n multilayers. The V layer thikness dV is given

in the �gure. For dV = 1.5 nm the number of bilayers is n = 20; in all other

ases n = 50.
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Figure 23: Speular polarized neutron re�etivity sans for non spin

�ip ((+,+) and (-,-)) and for spin �ip (-,+) hannels of the multilayer

[Co2MnGe(3nm)/V(2nm)℄50.

these measurements is 50 Oe at 200 K and 300 Oe at 4 K. Thus the interlayer

oupling interation in this system is very weak. This holds for all af ordered

multilayers of the [Co2MnGe/V℄ system.

There are three additional features in �gure 24 worth mentioning: First, at

intermediate �elds there is no observable spin �ip sattering i.e. the magne-

tization reversal of the af state takes plae by domain wall movements within

the single ferromagneti layers and not by oherent rotations [84℄. Seond, the

af struture is irreversibly lost when magnetizing the sample to the ferromag-

neti saturation �eld at low temperatures. Only at high temperatures above

about 100 K the af order is partly restored. This is also learly observed in

the series of magneti hysteresis urves measured for T < TN shown in �gure

13a. At low temperatures one observes typial ferromagneti hysteresis loops

with a remanent magnetization of up to 90% of the saturation magnetization.

Third, we note that in ferromagneti saturation in �gure 24 the intensity in the

(+,+) hannel vanishes ompletely i.e the neutron re�eted from the multilayer

are ompletely spin polarized in the up diretion. This originates from the fat

that in the Co2MnGe layer the magneti and strutural neutron sattering ross

setion have the same magnitude so that for one spin diretion in ferromagneti

saturation the magneti and the strutural sattering length just anel.

The temperature dependene of the af peak intensity as measured after ool-

ing in zero-�eld and after ooling in 1000 Oe and then swithing o� the �eld at
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Figure 24: Field dependene of the af peak intensity (upper panel) and 1st order

strutural peak (lower panel) for the spin �ip (-,+) and non spin �ip ((+,+) and

(-,-)) hannels for the multilayer [Co2MnGe(3nm)/V(2nm)℄50.

the measuring temperature is displayed in �gure 25. After zero-�eld ooling the

af peak intensity develops below 270 K in a phase transition like fashion, reahes

a maximum at about 200 K and dereases slightly towards lower temperatures.

Cooling in a high �eld there is no detetable intensity below 100 K, but ap-

proahing the phase transition at 270 K the af order reovers after swithing

o� the �eld and lose to the transition temperature the peak intensity oinides

with that measured after zero-�eld ooling. Sine the half order peak intensity

is proportional to the squared sublattie magnetization in an antiferromagnet,

this behaviour learly reveals that there is a reversible antiferromagneti phase

transition at 270 K.

The transition an also easily be deteted in the d magneti suseptibility

(�gure 26a) whih exhibits a peak at 270 K, similar to a onventional bulk an-

tiferromagnet. An antiferromagneti phase transition in the [Co2MnGe/V℄ sys-

tem at 270 K is rather surprising, sine from the study of the single V/Co2MnGe/V

trilayers with the same thikness of the Co2MnGe layer we estimated a ferromag-

neti ordering temperature Tc of 600 K (see setion 2). In multilayers oupled

by antiferromagneti IEC the Néel temperature of the af ordering between the

layers and the ferromagneti Curie temperature of the single layers should oin-

ide. Thus the low value for TN provides further evidene that the af interlayer

ordering in [Co2MnGe/V℄ is not expliable by the onventional IEC mehanism.

The key for the understanding of the af interlayer magneti ordering in
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Figure 25: Temperature dependene of the af peak intensity of the multilayer

[Co2MnGe(3nm)/V(3nm)℄30 measured after �eld ooling (solid triangles) and

zero �eld ooling (open triangles).

[Co2MnGe/V℄ lies in the magneti granular behaviour of very thin Co2MnGe

layers as disussed in hapter I. By mixing and disorder at interfaes and grain

boundaries the �lms break up into small weakly interating ferromagneti lus-

ters and exhibit the typial behaviour of a small partile magnet. If the lusters

are small and the luster interations weak, it is expeted that the lusters are

superparamagneti at high temperatures [85℄. In this ase there is no ferromag-

neti phase transition at a ferromagneti Curie temperature Tc but a freezing

of the lusters at a superparamagneti bloking temperature TB < Tc. Atually

this has not been observed in our single Co based Heusler layers from setion 2

at least up to the maximum experimental temperature of 400 K. But it may well

be that at even higher temperatures a orresponding phenomenon might exist.

Now, in multilayers omposed of the Co2MnGe layers with the same thikness

superparamagneti behaviour and luster bloking learly appears below 400 K,

probably due to a hange of the mirostruture and the additional in�uene of

the dipolar �elds from the neighbouring layers.

The superparamagneti behavior is shown in �gure 27, where magnetization

urves for the af ordered sample from �gure 23 are plotted for temperatures

above TN . The M(H) urves are ompletely reversible and saturate at �elds of

the order of 1 kOe whih is harateristi for a superparamagnet with a huge

magneti moment. We applied the lassial formula for the superparamagneti
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Figure 26: The d magneti suseptibility of the [Co2MnGe(3nm)/V(3nm)℄30

multilayer (upper panel) and the [Co2MnGe(3nm)/V(4nm)℄30 multilayer (lower

panel).
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magnetization as a �rst approximation

M(H,T ) = NcµcL(
µcH

kbT
) (2)

with the number of lusters Nc and the luster moment µc = NµB. L is the

Langevin funtion. Fitting this formula to our results in �gure 27 at 400 K we

�nd a luster moment of 1.6× 105 µB orresponding to a luster with a lateral

diameter of about 70 nm.

Figure 27: Magnetization urves of the af oupled multilayer

[Co2MnGe(3nm)/V(3nm)℄50 measured at di�erent temperatures T > TN .

These experimental �ndings suggest that at TN of the [Co2MnGe/V℄ mul-

tilayers thermally rotating ferromagneti lusters within eah Co2MnGe layer

undergo a seond order phase transition with simultaneous intrta-plane ferro-

magneti order and inter-plane antiferromagneti order. This is a rather spe-

taular phenomenon whih to the best of our knowledge has never been observed

in multilayer systems before. An interesting question now arises onerning the

type of magneti order for the multilayer in �gure 22 with a thikness of the

V layer of 4 nm, whih obviously does not exhibit af long range order. The

answer is given in �gure 26b, where the zero �eld ooled and the �eld ooled

magnetization of this sample is ompared. There is an onset of a strong mag-

neti irreversibility at about 150 K, reminisent of a luster bloking or a luster

glass magneti ordering [85℄. Atually in the hysteresis loops measured at low

temperatures for this sample one �nds features onsistent with this type of tran-

sition, namely a temperature dependene of the oerive fore and a magneti
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remanene following a power law behaviour Hc ∼ T−a
.

The magneti order in the [Co2MnGe/V℄ multilayer system for di�erent

thikness of the V layer is summarized in a magneti phase diagram in �gure

28. There is an antiferromagneti range for dV ≤ 3 nm with the Néel tem-

perature inreasing with dereasing dV up to TN = 380 K for dV = 1.5 nm.

Then a range with luster bloking or luster glass freezing follows with the

magneti transition temperature nearly independent of dV and extending up to

the maximum thikness we have studied dV = 10 nm.

Figure 28: Magneti phase diagram for multilayers [Co2MnGe(3nm)/V(d)℄50
with di�erent vanadium thikness dV . There is an antiferromagneti range for

dV ≤ 3 nm and a range with luster bloking for dV > 4 nm.

Conerning the mirosopi origin of the ordering phenomenon observed in

the [Co2MnGe/V℄ multilayers here, we would like to emphasize that the IEC

oupling plays no essential role. It is either too weak or anels out beause

of thikness �utuations. The remaining other andidate whih an produe

an interlayer oupling and af long range order are interlayer magneti dipolar

�elds. Finite dipolar stray �elds at the surfae of eah single Co2MnGe layer

are inevitably present, sine the layers possess an internal granular magneti

struture. Topologially the magneti surfae is rough on the length sale of the

dimension of the lusters i.e. on a sale of about several 10 nm.

Theoretial model alulations show that the dipolar oupling �eld seen by

the neighbouring layers depends on the topologial struture of the surfae and

an be ferromagneti or antiferromagneti, depending on details of the roughness

[86℄. Quantitative alulations with a surfae struture mimiking typial thin
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�lm systems lead to an estimation of a oupling �eld strength of the order of

100 Oe i.e. the order of magnitude whih we observed here. Experimentally

there is the well known Néel type af oupling [87℄ between thin �lms separated

by a very thin nonmagneti interlayer, whih is a disturbing fator in some spin

valve devies [88℄. Originally this oupling, whih is of dipolar origin, has been

proposed by Néel [87℄. Dipolar �elds an also produe antiferromagneti long

range order in multilayers, as has been shown for [Co/Cu℄ multilayers with a

thikness of the Cu layer of 6 nm [89℄. But in this system the af long range

order is only observed in the virgin state and is lost irreversibly after one

magnetizing the sample. In [Nb/Fe℄ multilayers the existene of af interlayer

dipolar interation has also been shown experimentally [90℄.

In summary of this setion, we �nd an interesting novel magneti ordering

phenomenon in the [Co2MnGe/V℄ multilayers whih is diretly related to the

granular magneti mirostruture of the Co based Heusler thin �lms in the limit

of very small thikness. The antiferromagneti order is very subtle and we have

only observed it in [Co2MnGe/V℄ multilayers with a thikness of the Heusler

layer of 3 nm, although magneti granularity is a ommon feature of all Co

based Heusler phases with a omparable thikness. However, when ombined

into multilayers all other systems we have studied remain ferromagneti without

the luster bloking features and the af long range order harateristi for the

[Co2MnGe/V℄ multilayers. Thus in this sense the phenomenon is rather unique

for [Co2MnGe/V℄ multilayers.

4 Magnetotransport Properties

For possible tehnial appliations suh as GMR devies based on the fully spin

polarized Heusler ompounds, the eletrial transport properties are of utmost

importane. Thus we summarize here our results on the eletrial ondutivity,

the Hall ondutivity and the magnetoresistane of the pure Heusler �lms and

the Heusler multilayers. The eletrial ondutivity was measured by 4 point

tehnique with silver painted eletrial ontats, for the measurement of the Hall

ondutivity the �lms were patterned into the onventional Hall bar geometry

with �ve ontats produed by ion beam ething. Figure 29 displays the eletri-

al resistivity versus temperature for the optimized 100-nm thik pure �lms of

the Co based Heusler alloys. The residual resistivity is rather high, espeially

for the Co2MnSi �lm (taken from referene [67℄) with a residual resistivity ratio

(RRR) (de�ned as the ratio of the room temperature resistivity and the resis-

tivity at 4 K) of RRR = 1.07. The Co2MnSn and the Co2MnGe �lms have a

higher eletrial ondutivity and a higher RRR (RRR = 1.15 for the Co2MnSn

phase and RRR = 1.55 for the Co2MnGe phase). Atually the RRR of 1.55 for

Co2MnGe is the highest value reported for thin �lms of the Co based fully spin

polarized Heusler ompounds in the literature until now.

It holds generally true for thin �lms of the Co based Heusler ompounds

that there is strong eletron sattering at defets suh as grain boundaries,

antisite defets, interstitials and voids. We determined the Hall oe�ient R0
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Figure 29: Eletrial resistivity versus temperature for

V(3nm)/Co2MnSi(100nm) (solid line), Au(3nm)/Co2MnSn(100nm) (dashed

line) and V(3nm)/Co2MnGe(100nm) (dotted line).

by �tting the Hall voltage measured up to a magneti �eld µ0H = 3 T by the

formula UH = R0H + RH4πM with the magnetization M and the anomalous

Hall oe�ient R0 and derived R0 = 2 × 10−10
m

3
/As for the Co2MnSi phase

and R0 = 2.2 × 10−10
m

3
/As for the Co2MnSn phase. Combining with the

eletrial ondutivity and assuming paraboli ondution bands we estimate

an eletron mean free path le at 4 K of le = 1.3 nm for the Co2MnSi phase and

2.2 nm for the Co2MnSn phase. Assuming that for the Co2MnGe layer we have

a similar value for R0 we estimate le = 5.5 nm for this thin �lm in �gure 29.

These remarkably low values for le stresses the strong defet sattering in these

ompounds.

In �gure 30 we show resistivity measurements of several multilayers from

setion 3. We �nd high absolute values for the resistivity, the resistivity ratio is

below RRR = 1.1 for Co2MnGe and Co2MnSn with V and Au interlayers. In

these multilayers le is very short namely of the order of 1 nm. If one inspets

the resistivity urves in �gures 29 and 30 in more detail, one observes a shallow

minimum in ρ(T) at temperatures between 20 K and 50 K for all samples with

an RRR below about RRR = 1.2. This is a ommon feature for the Co based

Heusler thin �lms. The low temperature resistivity ρ(T) is plotted on an en-

larged sale in �gure 31. The amplitudes of the resistivity upturn towards low

temperatures and the temperature of the resistivity minimum inreases with in-

reasing defet sattering, thus the low temperature anomaly is learly related
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Figure 30: Resistivity versus temperature for the multilayers

[Co2MnSn(3nm)/V(3nm)℄30 (dashed line) and [Co2MnGe(3nm)/V(3nm)℄50

(straight line).
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Figure 31: Low temperature resistivity of Co2MnSi (dashed line), Co2MnSn

(dotted line) and Co2MnGe (straight line) �lms. The Co2MnSi and the

Co2MnSn phase show an upturn of the resistivity towards lower temperatures.
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Figure 32: Eletrial resistivity versus temperature for the multilayer

[Co2MnGe(3nm)/Au(3nm)℄50 measured in zero �eld (straight line) and with

an applied �eld of 4 T parallel to the �lm (open triangles) and perpendiular to

it (open dots).

to disorder. A low temperature upturn in ρ(T) is well known for metalli thin

�lms and is usually assoiated with the Kondo e�et [91℄ or weak loalization

[92℄. But these e�ets seem not very plausible here, sine in a strong ferro-

magnet Kondo sattering is hardly possible and measurable weak loalization

e�ets are only expeted in two dimensional metals. There is a third lassial

e�et leading to a low temperature upturn in ρ(T) whih is less well known.

This is a renormalization of the eletroni density of states at the Fermi level

in metals with strong disorder [93℄. This essentially is an eletroni orrelation

e�et and beomes relevant if the sattering of the ondution eletrons is strong

and le small. This renormalization e�et has experimentally been observed in

amorphous metals [94℄and gives a plausible explanation for the low temperature

anomaly in ρ(T) of the Heusler �lms, too.

A measurement whih strongly supports this hypothesis is shown in �gure

32, where for the example of a [Co2MnSn/Au℄ multilayer it is shown that a

strong magneti �eld of 4 T applied in the diretion parallel and perpendiular

to the �lm does not hange the low temperature upturn in ρ(T). This is expeted
for the renormalization e�et, whereas for Kondo sattering and also in the ase

of weak loalization the upturn should be suppressed.

Coming to the magnetoresistane (MR) of the pure thin �lms and the mul-

tilayers we �rst disuss the high �eld MR i.e. the resistane for �elds above the
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Figure 33: High �eld magnetoresistane measured at 4 K for

V(3nm)/Co2MnSi(100nm) (straight line), Au(3nm)/Co2MnSn(100nm) (open

dots) and V(3nm)/Co2MnGe(100nm) (open triangles).
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Figure 34: High �eld magnetoresistane measured at 4 K for the multilay-

ers [Co2MnSn(3nm)/V(3nm)℄30 (open dots) and [Co2MnSn(3nm)/Au(3nm)℄30

(straight line).

ferromagneti saturation �eld where the anisotropi magnetoresitane (AMR)

and the Giant magnetoresistane (GMR) play no role. This high �eld magne-

toresistane measured at 4 K is plotted for the pure Heusler �lms in �gure 33

and for several multilayers in �gure 34. The high �eld magnetoresistane for

the pure Heusler �lms is negative and isotropi. The total derease of the re-

sistane for �elds up to 4 T is about 0.16% for the Co2MnSi and the Co2MnSn

phase and de�nitely higher, namely 0.8% for the Co2MnGe single rystalline

�lm. We interpret the high �eld MR as a redution of spin disorder sattering

in a ferromagnet with non perfet ferromagneti alignment of all spins. This

interpretation is supported by the results of the high �eld MR on the multilayers

in �gure 34. For the [Co2MnSn/Au℄ multilayer where the exhange bias e�et

disussed in setion 3.2 gives lear evidene for the existene of magneti frus-

tration and anted spins at the interfaes, we �nd an unusually large MR value

with an amplitude of 3% up to a �eld of 3 T, whereas for the [Co2MnGe/V℄

multilayer showing no indiation of magneti frustration the MR is only 0.3%.

In the low �eld MR measurements i.e. the MR for �elds up to the oerive

fore Hc we observed the standard AMR of a ferromagneti �lm, however with

a very small relative di�erene of the resistane for the �eld applied parallel and

perpendiular to the urrent of the order ∆ρ/ρ = 4× 10−4
. For the multilayers

the AMR is even smaller i.e. below the experimental resolution limit for ∆ρ/ρ
of about 10

−5
.
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Figure 35: Low �eld magnetoresistane measured at 4 K of a

Co2MnGe(3nm)/V(3nm)/Co2MnGe(3nm)/CoO(2nm) trilayer.

In �gures 35 and 36 we present low �eld MR measurements related to the

GMR e�et. Figure 35 displays the MR at 4 K of a Co2MnGe/V/Co2MnGe/CoO

trilayer, where an exhange bias with CoO is used to pin the magnetization di-

retion of the upper Co2MnGe layer [77℄. One �nds a small jump in the MR at

Hc with an amplitude ∆ρ/ρ = 5× 10−4
whih ould be assoiated with a GMR

e�et. In �gure 36 we show the low �eld MR of a [Co2MnGe/V℄ multilayer

measured at 4 K and starting from the antiferromagnetially ordered state of

the multilayer obtained after zero �eld ooling (see setion 3.3). Driving the

antiferromagnetially oupled Co2MnGe layers to ferromagneti saturation and

returning to zero �eld, gives an irreversible hange of the MR ∆ρ/ρ = 5× 10−4
,

whih is the upper limit for the GMR e�et.

This hapter should demonstrate the di�ulties one enounters when trying

to use the fully spin polarized Co based Heusler alloys in magnetotransport ap-

pliations suh as GMR or AMR. The eletrial ondutivity and the eletron

mean free path are small, pointing towards the existene of lattie defets with

a high ondution eletron sattering e�ieny. Our results suggest that these

are the same antisite defets in the L21 struture whih have the tendeny to

destroy the half metaliity. The rather low values for the GMR in the spin valve

devie and the antiferromagnetially oupled multilayers are not really surpris-

ing sine there are three detrimental fators whih ating together are able to

nearly eliminate the GMR e�et: First,non ferromagneti interlayers are present

introduing strong spin independent sattering thereby reduing the GMR. Se-
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Figure 36: Low �eld magnetoresistane measured at 4 K of a

[Co2MnGe(3nm)/V(3nm)℄50 multilayer, starting at the antiferromagneti state

after zero �eld ooling (arrows indiate the �eld yle).
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ond, for the observation of a sizable GMR e�et, the ondution eletron mean

free path should be larger than the double layer thikness [55℄, whih is ertainly

not ful�lled in our samples. Last but not least, the high spin polarization ex-

peted for the ideal Co based Heusler ompounds is most ertainly lost in very

thin Co based Heusler layers with a saturation magnetization of typially only

50% of bulk samples.

5 Summary and Conlusions

We have shown that thik single �lms of the Heusler ompounds Co2MnGe

and Co2MnSn an be grown with a saturation magnetization and strutural

quality omparable to bulk samples. However, when dereasing the thikness

to the order of 3 nm the �lms show a de�nitely lower value of the saturation

magnetization and exhibit properties reminisent of small partile ferromagnets.

We interpret this behaviour by a magneti deoupling of the Heusler �lms at the

grain boundaries of the very small grains forming the �lm. Strutural disorder

and a high onentration of antisite defets at the grain boundaries weaken the

ferromagnetism drastially.

As we have shown by the XMCD measurements on the Mn and the Co

L2,3 absorption edges, it is only the Mn atom in the Heusler ompounds whih

redues the saturation magnetization. Theoretial model alulations suggest

that this originates from an antiparallel spin orientation of antisite Mn spin

rather than from a loss of the atomi magneti moment of Mn. In the multilayers

a similar phenomenon ours at the interfaes of the Heusler alloys with other

metals. For a thikness range of about 0.5 to 0.7 nm at the interfaes the Heusler

alloys are only weakly ferromagneti or exhibit a spin glass type of order. The

exhange bias shift of the hysteresis loops observed at low temperatures gives

lear evidene for this.

In [Co2MnGe/V℄ multilayers we have deteted a peuliar antiferromagneti

interlayer magneti ordering with a well de�ned Néel temperature far below the

ferromagneti Curie temperature of a single Heusler layer of the same thikness.

The antiferromagneti ordering exists in the thikness range of the V interlayer

between 1 nm and 3 nm, very unlike the antiferromagneti interlayer order in

multilayer systems oupled by interlayer exhange mehanism. The antiferro-

magneti order is diretly related to the granular ferromagneti struture of

very thin Heusler layers. The small ferromagneti partiles de�ned by the weak

magneti oupling at the grain boundaries exhibit superparamagneti behaviour

above the Néel temperature. The interlayer dipolar interations between the

superparamagneti partiles ause a reversible magneti phase transition with

antiferromagneti order between the layers and ferromagneti order within the

layers at a well de�ned Néel temperature.

Finally, the magnetotransport properties revealed that the eletron mean

free path in the single layers and in the multilayers is very small, indiative of

the presene of large amounts of very e�etive eletron sattering enters. Si-

multaneously there exists an isotropi negative spin disorder magnetoresistane
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up to very high �elds, whih shows that the magneti ground state is not a

perfet ferromagnet but possesses abundant magneti defets. We think that

the main soure of defets responsible for the small mean free path and the

magneti disorder sattering are the antisite defets in the L21 struture.

Coming bak to the issue disussed in the introdution, namely the perspe-

tive of the Heusler ompounds as full spin polarized ferromagneti layers in mag-

netoeletroni devies, our results indiate the severe di�ulties one inevitably

enounters. The onstraints in the preparation of thin �lm heterostutures in

many ases prohibit the optimum preparation onditions for the Heusler phase

thus rendering it di�ult to get the L21 struture with a high degree of atomi

order. At the interfaes additional problems arise sine they tend to be strongly

disordered and weakly ferromagneti. What one ideally would need to overome

these problems is a Heusler phase with a more robust spin polarization at the

Fermi level whih prinipally might already exist among the many new Heusler

half metals whih have been predited theoretially. In any ase, the evolving

�eld of magnetoeletronis motivated the magnetism ommunity to extend the

experimental ativities in thin �lm preparation towards omplex intermetalli

ternary alloys, whih is ertainly muh more di�ult than the preparation of

simple �lms but o�ers new and interesting perspetives for basi researh and

appliations.
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